JULIEN CATALA
Full Stack Web Developer

IN BRIEF
With over 10 years of experience as a full stack developer, I can build whatever you need from a complex API to interactive layouts.
Learning continuously, I have been playing around with a lot of different technologies, concepts and tools; I can help on the
technical architecture and choices of your project. I can bring my expertise on the most up-and-coming technologies; Laravel,
Angular, VueJS are frameworks that I use daily. I’m also used to the Agile methodology and able to precisely estimate my workload.
I'm a team player who's interested in working with professional and open-minded people. I value quality over quantity. I love
teaching and have always helped the junior developers whom I have worked with.

CONTACT

"

ANGULAR DEVELOPER

info@catlabs.eu

!

www.catlabs.eu

$

French / English / Dutch

2018-PRESENT

NATIONAL BANK OF BELGIUM

# +32 489 30 97 79
%

EXPERIENCES

Redesign of Stark UI, the component based Angular library of the national bank, used
internally by developers.

FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER

2015-2018

BELGIUM FEDERAL STATE - DIGITAL DEPARTMENT
Responsible for the redesign and the technological strategy of the federal stats platform.
Technological expert and coach in a team of 8 people in charge of building APIs and web
apps.

PRO SKILLS

FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER

2014-2015

JavaScript

CATLABS WEB AGENCY

Angular, VueJS, PWA

Development of crowd funding platforms from scratch for several startups, from rich UI to
payment technologies implementation.

PHP
Laravel, Composer

FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER

HTML/CSS

IGNITION ONE

2012-2014

Conception of the new GUI of a data-driven marketing leader based on reusable
components and best practices. Maintaining the old interface used by over 10,000 users.

Bootstrap, SCSS, Material Design

DATABASE
REST API, SQL, MongoDB

BACK-END WEB DEVELOPER

Versioning

2009-2012

1MD

GIT, SVN

Development of custom websites with administration tools in a team of experienced
designers and developers, coaching junior developers.

Node.js
NPM, Webpack

FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER

LINUX

2006-2009

VALTECH

SSH, Plesk

In charge on crafting creative UI experiences for major e-commerce platforms at this
Agile pioneering web agency.

LAST

!

EDUCATION

June 2017: VueConf 2017

MASTER’S IN WEB DEVELOPMENT

August 2016: Laracon Europe

Master's degree in Website Development, Technical University of Denmark

March 2015: CeBIT

ENGINEER IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

October 2014: ng-europe

2006-2007

2004-2006
Diploma of engineering in computer science at a French leading engineering school
specialized in information technology and management (EFREI)

BACHELOR’S IN PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY

2002-2004

French engineering preparation school (CPGE): physics and technology

August 2018

